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In a tablet ?ller device having a feeder, a chute, a tablet 
sorting and advancing mechanism and a gravity feed for 
?lling tablet containers, the improvement is a star Wheel 
tablet sorting and advancing mechanism, having a star Wheel 
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may also include a rotating segment surface Wheel adjacent 
the star Wheel for counter rotation against the star Wheel to 
enhance individual rapid speed placement of tablets into the 
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TABLET FILLER DEVICE WITH STAR WHEEL 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

[0001] The following tWo issued United States patents, 
having the same assignee as the present application, are 
incorporated herein by reference, in their entirety: 

[0002] US. Pat. No. 6,345,487, issued on Feb. 12, 
2002, and entitled “High Quality Control Tablet 
Filler Device”; and, 

[0003] US. Pat. No. 6,363,687, issued on Apr. 2, 
2002, and entitled “Secured Cell, Rapid Fill Auto 
mated Tablet Order Filling System”. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0005] The present invention relates to tablet ?ller 
devices, Which are automated for rapid accurate container 
?lling. More speci?cally, the present invention involves the 
use of single plane star Wheels With step motors as the 
primary moving mechanism to transfer tablets from a feed 
ing chute to a gravity drop location into a container. These 
star Wheels control table ?oW, expose tablets for count, for 
quality control, for a defect ejection, and for other inspec 
tions such as orientation or identity. 

[0006] 2. Information Disclosure Statement 

[0007] Tablet dispensing is accomplished on a small scale 
basis at the local level closest to the end user-namely, at 
pharmacies, dispensaries, clinics, and other medical services 
related facilities. At this level, simple, manual, dispensing 
devices are employed, such as “laZy susan” type rotating 
dispensers With columns containing different types of phar 
maceuticals of roWs of dispenser columns containing dif 
ferent types of pharmaceuticals. In these environments, the 
multi-pharmaceutical manual dispenser is typically main 
tained in some sort of locked fashion, such as in a cabinet or 
in a secured dispensing room. At the other end of the 
spectrum, mega quantities of tablets are ?lled and distrib 
uted by pharmaceutical manufacturers. Massive ?lling 
equipment is employed in government regulated “clean 
rooms” or “clean buildings” and macro security in the form 
of locked rooms and employee ID programs are utiliZed. 

[0008] Recently, a company called “ScriptPro” has devel 
oped a prescription ful?llment system for community ambu 
latory and managed care pharmacies. This has been designed 
for the local level With a robotic prescription dispensing 
system Which handles 200 or so different types of tablet or 
capsules and ?lls and labels up to 90 prescriptions per hour. 
This is described in ScriptPro LLC’s 1998-99 Catalog No. 
3000-0000001, entitled, “Robotic Prescription Dispensing 
System” and available at http://WWWscriptpro.com/catalog. 

[0009] The ScriptPro SP 200 system described in the 
above has been developed to handle different types of tablets 
in a single system and operated at a maXimum of 90 
prescriptions per hour. On the other hand, the present 
invention system has been developed for regional level 
prescription ful?llment such as may be handled by mail 
order prescription ?rms and internet ?rms and similar vita 
min ?rms, etc. Unlike ScriptPro, the present invention 
system can ful?ll 5000 to 6000 prescriptions per hour and 
relies upon separate ?ller cells for each different type of 
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tablet and/or bottle siZe. Further, the present invention 
system operates in a totally different manner With different 
subsystem components. 

[0010] The random tablet ?ller system utiliZed in the 
present invention accomplishes objectives set forth beloW 
Which are unachievable in the prior art systems and the 
presently commercially available systems. 

[0011] The folloWing patents are representative of the state 
of the art ?ller devices: 

[0012] US. Pat. No. 3,871,295 describes a capsule orient 
ing and turning apparatus and method for use in a spin 
printing procedure in Which a printing roll moves at a greater 
speed than the capsule, thus causing the capsule to rotate 
about its own ads While it is being printed. Many capsules, 
randomly arranged in a hopper, are picked up in a rotary 
conveyor Which arranges them ?rst in vertical arrangement 
relative to the path of movement of the conveyor, some 
capsules upright and some inverted, and an air jet shifts the 
body portions of the upright capsules in the machine direc 
tion so that the cap portions can subsequently be shifted in 
a sideWays direction by a subsequent sideWard-directed air 
jet. Those capsules Which are inverted are not affected by the 
?rst air jet because of a barrier Which prevents their move 
ment; the cap portions of these inverted capsules are bloWn 
sideWays by the sideWardly directed air stream. In this Way, 
the positions of the capsules are recti?ed, With all of the cap 
portions on one side of the predetermined path and all of the 
body portions on the other side of the predetermined path. 

[0013] US. Pat. No. 3,889,591 describes a branding 
machine for automatically printing indicia on tablets, pills, 
candies or any other products of any similar shape and/or 
siZe, Which comprises of a hopper unit, a feed unit including 
at least one rotary drum having the periphery formed With a 
plurality of radially inWardly recessed receptacles arranged 
in at least one roW and a printed unit. The receptacles are 
successively communicated With a vacuum source for 
receiving the products therein under suction at ?rst, then 
With a source of compressed air for posture correction of 
said products Within the associated receptacles, again With 
the vacuum source for holding the posture-corrected prod 
ucts in a de?nite posture thereby to enable them to be printed 
by the printing unit, and ?nally With the compressed air 
source for successively ejecting the printed products on to a 
subsequent processing station. A method for reproduction of 
the indicia on the products. 

[0014] US. Pat. No. 3,925,960 describes a machine for 
?lling containers With discrete articles comprising a series of 
elongated slat members movable in a closed path, a portion 
of the slat members having an outer surface With a multi 
plicity of spaced apart cavities therein. The path comprises 
spaced apart cavity charging and discharging stations. 
Means at the charging station deposit articles in the cavities. 
The slat outer surfaces tilt at the discharge station for the 
simultaneous discharging of articles. Container delivery 
means continuously feed containers at a predetermined 
uniform speed along a line parallel to the direction of 
elongation of the slat members and beloW the level of slat 
members at the discharge station. A ?rst set of stationary 
article-guiding chutes is disposed in a side-by-side relation 
at said discharge station, each chute having an upper inlet 
and tapering to a narroWed outlet. A second set of chutes is 
supported for movement in a closed path, each chute being 
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generally vertically disposed and having an upper inlet 
Wider in the direction of chute travel than any ?rst set chute 
outlet and a loWer outlet smaller than its inlet. The closed 
chute path includes a portion extending the full length of the 
slat members With chutes in that path portion aligned With 
the container feeding line and the ?rst set chute outlets. 
Drive means are provided for driving the container delivery 
means, for driving the chutes such that each chute moves 
With its outlet aligned With a moving container, and for 
driving the slat members. 

[0015] Us. Pat. No. 4,231,462 describes a turning and 
orienting apparatus of the type adapted to transport capsules 
in a plurality of pockets or the like, Which pockets are 
formed in a continuously moveable transport conveyor, and 
Wherein said apparatus is further adapted to rectify the 
capsules, Which have body portions and cap portions of 
greater transverse dimensions than the body portions, and 
Wherein a vacuum is provided to shift the capsules into the 
desired recti?ed position, a capsule portioning guide is 
provided to retain each capsule in its pocket immediately 
prior to its being subject to the vacuum. The capsule 
positioning guide then releases the capsule as it subjected to 
the vacuum. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
capsule position is pivotally mounted adjacent the capsule 
transport conveyor so that it can be easily moved out of its 
operative condition adjacent the transport conveyor for easy 
cleaning thereof. 

[0016] Us. Pat. No. 4,377,971 describes an apparatus 
Which is disclosed Which transports and recti?es objects, 
such as pharmaceutical capsules, and prints appropriate 
indicia in the objects. The apparatus comprises a tWo-drum 
system, the ?rst drum being used to shift objects from a 
radical to a longitudinal position, and then to reorient some 
of the capsule so that, When the capsules are delivered to a 
second drum, the cam drum, all capsules are pointing in the 
same direction. The system takes advantage of gravity for 
recti?cation. Spin printing means are provided to print 
indicia on the recti?ed objects, as the objects travel along the 
periphery of the cam drum. A process for operating the 
apparatus is disclosed. 

[0017] Us. Pat. No. 4,394,933 describes a capsule orient 
ing apparatus in Which misoriented asymmetric capsule 
inadvertently passed by a rectifying unit are segregated from 
properly oriented capsules. Capsules are delivered by a 
rectifying drum to capsules carrying pockets in a segregating 
drum Which have recessed portions siZed to loosely receive 
properly oriented capsules and tightly receive misoriented 
capsules. As the loosely held, properly oriented capsules 
pass a discharge point, they are released. The tightly held, 
misoriented capsules remain in the segregating drum past 
the discharge point and are ejected from the segregating 
drum doWnstream from the discharge point. 

[0018] Us. Pat. No. 4,582,201 describes a product trans 
porting apparatus for transporting solid products of gener 
ally similar shape and/or siZe successively from a take-in 
station toWards a take-out station, Which has ?rst and second 
rotary drums rotatable in the opposite directions to each 
other. The ?rst and second rotary drums are of identical 
construction each having at least one circumferentially roW 
of tubular receptacles protruding radially outWardly from the 
outer periphery of the respective drum and circumferentially 
equally spaced from each other. The products can be suc 
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cessively supplied onto the ?rst rotary drum and held by 
suction in position on the tubular receptacle then commu 
nicated With a vacuum source at the take-in station, Which 
are in turn transported, during the rotation of the drums, to 
the transfer station Where they are released from the recep 
tacles on the ?rst drum then communicated With a com 
pressed air source, onto the respective tubular receptacles on 
the drum then communicated With the vacuum source. The 
products so transferred onto the secondary drum are then 
transported in a similar fashion toWards the take-out station 
Where they are successively released from the second rotary 
drum onto a subsequent processing station. 

[0019] US. Pat. No. 4,619,360 describes a product trans 
porting apparatus for transporting solid products of gener 
ally similar shape and/or siZe successively from a take-in 
station toWards a take-out station, Which comprises ?rst and 
second rotary drum rotatable in the opposite directions With 
each other. The ?rst and second rotary drums are of identical 
construction each having at least one circumferential roW of 
tubular receptacles protruding radially outWardly from the 
other periphery of the respective drum and circumferentially 
equally spaced from each other. The products can be suc 
cessively supplied onto the ?rst rotary drum and held in 
position sucked by the tubular receptacles than communi 
cated With a vacuum source at the take-in station, Which are 
in turn transported, during the rotation of the drums, to the 
transfer station Where they are released from the receptacles 
on the ?rst drum then communicated With a compressed air 
source, on to the respective tubular receptacles on the second 
rotary drum then communicated With the vacuum source. 
The products so transferred onto the second rotary drum are 
then transported in a similar fashion toWards the take-out 
station Where they are successively released from the second 
rotary drum onto a subsequent processing station. 

[0020] US. Pat. No. 5,208,762 describes a method and 
apparatus for dispensing drugs, Wherein a patient’s order of 
one or more prescriptions is automatically ?lled. Various 
drugs are stored in three or more ?ller lines. A vial siZe is 
assigned to each line. When a prescription is ?lled, it is 
automatically assigned to a line in vieW of the vial siZe 
requirements and processed accordingly. Provisions are 
made for the inability to ?ll a prescription or order. Subse 
quently, all of the patient’s prescriptions are collected and 
made available as a single order. 

[0021] US. Pat. No. 5,240,118 describes an apparatus for 
feeding tablets in an aligned and uniformly oriented 
sequence onto a tablet measuring device, including a move 
able turntable having a de?ector for guiding the tablets to a 
circumferential edge, a guide member and ploW assembly 
respectively aligned in a parallel and spaced apart relation 
ship, the guide member having longitudinally-spaced air jets 
and the ploW assembly having respective edge surfaces for 
slidably guiding tablets from the channel to prevent them 
from being conveyed on the measuring system. 

[0022] US. Pat. No. 5,463,839 describes an apparatus for 
packaging a pre determined quantity of objects and a count 
ing device therefore is disclosed. The counting device 
includes a feed chute for singulariZing objects, and the tray 
has at least one guide path including segments de?ning a 
direction of movement orientated at an angle With respect to 
the drive aXis of the tray. The packaging apparatus includes 
the counting device and associated components and controls 
for the automatic, high speed ?lling of containers. 
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[0023] Us. Pat. No. 5,568,715 describes an automated 
inspection system for inspecting packages, such as blister 
packages, to verify the presence therein of products, such as 
contact lenses, prior to heat sealing of the blister packages. 
The automated inspection system includes a transport and 
ejector mechanism for ejecting any defective packaging 
determined by the automated inspection system not to have 
a product therein. The automated inspection system includes 
an optical inspection station at Which packages are optically 
inspected by video cameras to verify that I product is, in fact, 
present in each package base. Apackage conveyor system is 
provided for conveying the packages by the optical inspec 
tion station. FolloWing the optical inspection station, an 
ejector ramp of the transport and ejector mechanism is 
selectively sWitchable betWeen a ?rst raised position in 
Which package bases are passed on for further processing, 
and a second loWered position in Which defective packages 
are transferred from the package conveyor system to the 
ejector ramp and a buffer area for ejected packages. 

[0024] Us. Pat. No. 5,596,865 describes the invention 
that relates to a process for removing tablets or pills or the 
like issuing from a tablet or pill press and processing them 
further in a plurality of containers standing cramped on a 
restricted area. After leaving the tablet or pill press, the 
tablets or pills are conveyed upWards and, by gravity alone 
Without the application of further energy, pass from top to 
bottom through an oblique deburring and dust-removing 
station and a distributing guide to divide the How of tablets 
or pills into tWo partial streams Which are taken to either a 
metal testing device or a tablet or pill testing device With a 
sample collector; the tablets or pills found to be faultless are 
taken further by gravity to a belt conveyor Which takes the 
tablets or pills to and inserts them in a predetermined 
container. 

[0025] Us. Pat. No. 5,771,657 describes in an automated 
prescription dispensing and packaging system, empty pre 
scription bottles are labeled and loaded in assigned locations 
in carriers. Pills are automatically dispensed into the pre 
scription bottles in the carriers. Ranks of carriers containing 
?lled prescriptions bottles are unloaded and packed into 
shipping containers With literature printed by the system. 
Multiple bottles of an order are automatically packed in the 
same shipping container. 

[0026] Us. Pat. No. 5,963,453 describes a system and 
method for batch processing or ?ling prescriptions. Broadly 
stated, the prescription processing system comprises a pack 
aging subsystem, a sorting subsystem, an optional medical 
reclamation subsystem, a system controller and prescription 
input means. The packaging subsystem, sorting subsystem 
and medical reclamation subsystem are all under the direc 
tion of the system controller. The system controller is in 
communication With prescription input device means, Which 
is typically a plurality of remote terminals located at phar 
macies, drug stores and hospitals. The prescription input 
device transmits prescriptions orders to the system controller 
Where they are analyZed and sorted according to predeter 
mined criteria to formulate a batch. The prescriptions are 
then packaged and sorted under the supervision of the 
system controller. 

[0027] Us. Pat. No. 6,185,901 describes an automated 
positive count rotary slat packaging apparatus and related 
methods include independently rotatable rotary slats. In one 
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embodiment, the apparatus also includes a positive count 
mechanism disposed in the pill delivery path adjacent the 
containers and a controller Which is capable of generating an 
alarm or determining When a bottle is ?lled incorrectly. 
Accordingly, under?lled containers can be independently 
?lled by further rotating only the respective rotary slat. A 
drive device for each rotary slat is also provided having 
frustoconical drive Wheels connected to the ends of coun 
terrotating drive shafts. The drive Wheels, Which are driven 
by a motor, engage corresponding frustoconical drive sur 
faces of the rotary slats to thereby rotate the slots. 

[0028] US. Pat. No. 6,256,967 describes a method and a 
system is provided for automatically dispensing prescrip 
tions according to a patient’s order. The system includes at 
lease one line of machines that can automatically ?ll a 
patient’s prescription order With countable oral solid drugs 
and unit of use drugs, under the control of an appropriate 
control system, Within the same machine. The apparatus of 
the invention includes numerous components that are inte 
grated into a singular process. A robotic assembly may be 
used to manipulate and transport vials, canisters, and bins 
Within the system. The robotic assembly may further include 
a gripper assembly. The canister may include means to 
accelerate a drug during the drug’s movement through the 
canister in order to increase the separation distance betWeen 
drugs. The canister may also include singulation control for 
maintaining drugs in a nearly single-?le order as the drugs 
move through the canister. An unscrambler may be used to 
position the vial for pick up by the robotic assembly. The 
robotic assembly moves the vial to a vibratory dispenser 
Where it is ?lled With a drug according to the patient’s order. 
The vibratory dispenser may further include at least a single 
drive unit for vibrating the canister and a quick coupling 
mechanism for ?Xedly engaging the canister. A labeler 
applies a patient speci?c label to the vial. Vials and unit of 
use drugs may be collected in accumulation receptacles prior 
to delivery to a patient. The methods of the invention include 
a process for varying the vibrations of the canister by the 
vibratory dispenser in response to the amount of drug in the 
canister. A process for optimiZing the storage location of a 
canister based on drug use is also provided. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0029] The primary purpose of the present invention is to 
provide a means of ?lling tablets, capsules, and similar 
products that are supplied in bulk Whereby they may be 
automatically inspected, counted, and placed in a container 
(i.e., a medicine bottle, jar, or the like) With absolute 
assurance that the ?nally ?lled container contains the eXact, 
required number of tablets and, that all of the tablets are the 
correct type and of the correct quality. Thus the present 
invention device operates to assure the correct formulation; 
the correct count; and that each tablet has no cracks, 
blemishes, broken parts, or other dis?gurements. As of the 
date of this Writing, no eXisting tablet ?lling machine can 
make these claims or achieve these results. 

[0030] The present invention single plane star Wheel pro 
vides a method of taking tablets in a bulk form and singu 
lating them into a physical condition Whereby each tablet is 
individually oriented, placed, recogniZed, and completely 
tracked until it is placed into the ?nal container. 

[0031] Hence, the primary innovative attributes of the 
invention arise not only from the methodology by Which the 
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tablets are singulated from a bulk condition and oriented into 
a known, trackable position (i.e. a single lane or a ?xed 
pocket) but, from the fact that once the position of each 
tablet is knoWn, that tablet is individualized and it can be 
incrementally and positively tracked throughout the remain 
der of the system, until it is deposited into the ?nal container, 
at extremely rapid speeds using the star Wheel. Furthermore, 
at these very high speeds, the entire system may be con 
trolled by a dedicated computer Working in conjunction With 
a digitally responsive motor (either a stepping motor or a 
servomotor) and a system of sensors, strategically located at 
key points throughout the system. Sensors and motor may be 
controlled by and responsive to the computer; hence, the 
Whereabouts and physical condition of each tablet can be 
exactly knoWn at any time during its transit through the 
?lling system, again, at very high speeds. By correctly 
utiliZing these elements, With the star Wheel, a tablet ?lling 
system can be created that is truly guided by innate self 
intelligence at very high speeds, such that the physical 
quality and condition of each tablet, before entering the ?nal 
container, can be exactly ascertained by an appropriately 
located sensor/camera mounted in a position Wherein the 
exact position and orientation of the tablet (or capsule) can 
be recogniZed by the computer and, subsequently tracked. 
Without the present invention star Wheel device, then obj ec 
tives have not been achieved in the tablet ?lling arts. 

[0032] Each tablet that does not meet preset quality stan 
dards is automatically rejected from the star Wheel before it 
can enter the container. Further, the fact that the tablet has 
actually been rej ected can be veri?ed by means provided by 
an appropriately located sensor at the reject station. 

[0033] Further, the system, by virtue of its computer 
intelligence, knoWing that a rejected tablet has occurred, Will 
automatically increment the star Wheel one additional ?lled 
pocket for each tablet rejected to reconcile the proper count 
of total tablets to be deposited in the container. 

[0034] An additional feature of this ?lling system, in one 
preferred application, is that the ?lling noZZle may be 
retractable and, during ?lling, it descends and makes a loose 
“seal” With the open neck of the container such that the 
annular opening betWeen the noZZle and the container is too 
small at all points to alloW a stray tablet to escape. 

[0035] In the ?lling noZZle itself, a “de?ned area” sensor 
is located to provide means for counting the tablets as they 
pass through into the container. This count is then continu 
ously reconciled by the computer versus the preset tablet 
count requirements for the container. In addition, the com 
puter also continuously reconciles the count to the knoWn 
?lled pockets of the star Wheel that Were selected, previously 
by the computer, to be placed into the container. Further, 
there is an additional sensor vieWing the star Wheel pockets 
after they have passed their emptying position over the 
?lling noZZle. This sensor is there to provide assurance that 
each designated tablet has, indeed, been dropped into the ?ll 
noZZle; hence, into the container. The results of this sensor 
inspection is reconciled into the tablet count by the com 
puter. 
[0036] By these redundant means, absolute assurance can 
be provided that the exact, proper count of tablets has 
entered the container and, by virtue of the pre-inspection, 
positive tracking control, and veri?ed rejection When 
required, only tablets of pre-selected quality levels are 
deposited. 
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[0037] Further, all computer tracking and sensing are 
accomplished by “failsafe” programnming. That is: all 
events looked for by the computer are treated as failures 
until the event actually happens; thus all misread or non read 
events Will be registered as a failed event, alarming the 
reconciliation. 

[0038] Further, the star Wheel provides means Whereby 
very high speeds can be attained While still maintaining the 
assurances outlined above. Actual models have been suc 
cessfully built and successfully tested at speeds in the order 
of 2,500 to 3,000 tablets/minute that Were able to absolutely 
differentiate present quality levels in 5/16“ diameter tablets, 
although this could realistically have been any common siZe 
of tablet or capsule. 

[0039] Further, the means by Which the tablets are singu 
lated, oriented, and placed into the star Wheel are innovative 
and unique. There is no combination of design elements that 
exists in the marketplace that matched this con?guration, 
either in its design con?guration or its functional capabili 
ties. 

[0040] As With prior art, the bulk tablets are spread 
laterally behind a counter rotating drum that has protruding 
features that alternately agitate the tablets, then alloW a 
plurality of them to slide under and through its parallel, 
spaced opening above the bottom plate. (Typically this drum 
could be of a segmented brush design or, as in the model that 
Was built and successfully tested, it could contain a smooth, 
elastomeric circumferential surface that had on its surface, 
equi-spaced, v-pro?led, chevron protruding stripes). 
[0041] This counter rotating drum is adjustably placed 
above a tilted (or vertical) plate such that the parallel space 
betWeen the peripheral surface of the drum and the plate can 
be accurately adjusted, by suitable mechanical adjusters, to 
provide a “loose ?t” for tablets on their “faces” to slide 
under and through but not for tablets on their “edges” or 
multiple, stacked tablets. Abutting the exit side of the drum, 
such that no tablet escapes, a clear plate is placed parallel to 
the plate, spaced for a “loose” slide ?t for tablets on their 
faces to easily slide under and, by gravity, doWn the surface 
of the bottom plate. 

[0042] By these means the tablets fan out in a bulk lateral 
direction but are oriented and captured correctly on their 
face surfaces and slide, en masse, doWnWard on the bottom 
plate into contact With to rotating, externally pocketed star 
Wheel. These pockets are speci?cally spaced and shaped to 
conform to the peripheral shape of each tablet (or capsule) 
being processed. The star Wheel as it rotates, agitates and 
successfully picks up the tablets in its pockets as they pass 
through the lateral bulk of tablets. By virtue of the fact that 
the unidirectionally con?ned tablet are free to move and be 
agitated in only the lateral directions and the comparatively 
long peripheral contact length (hence, agitation length) of 
the star Wheel, With them, all the pockets ?ll up With tablets. 

[0043] It is important that the unidirectionally con?ned 
tablets remain free for the agitation provided by the star 
Wheel in order that they can “?nd” and locate themselves 
into the preferred, shaped pockets of the Wheel. There are 
tWo important features necessary for this: 

[0044] 1. There is a smaller segment surface Wheel 
(similar to the drum but only one tablet thickness 
Wide) that counter rotates, betWeen the tWo plates, 
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against the star Wheel at the juncture Where the star 
Wheel leaves the unidirectionally oriented bulk tablet 
chamber. 

[0045] 2. There is a sensor beam that looks across the 
top surface of unidirectional bulk tablet chamber 
positioned such that it Will shut off the How of tablets 
emanating under the main bulk feed drum by shut 
ting the drum rotation off Whenever the beam is 
blocked. Hence, a free space is assured betWeen the 
tablets and the rotating drum. 

[0046] By these means, unidirectionally oriented tablets 
are enabled to How freely in their lateral direction With no 
catch or jam to impede tablet ?oW. Without these features, 
tablets are prone to jam and/or break. 

[0047] Once the tablets (capsules) are picked up and 
captured in the pockets of the star Wheel, they are progres 
sively delivered and presented to: 

0048 1. A ositioned sensor that determines their P 
quality correctness. Depending on the type of sensor 
used, typical attributes inspected for Will include: 

[0049] Color 

[0050] Shape 
[0051] Broken or Damaged Tablets 

[0052] Correct Formulation of Tablet Contents 

[0053] Foreign Materials 

[0054] 2. A reject station: 

[0055] 
[0056] 3. A retractable ?ll noZZle station: 

[0057] 
sensor 

[0058] 4. An “incorrectly ?lled” pocket sensor after 
the ?ll noZZle sensor. 

[0059] As described above, the star Wheel is driven by a 
digitally controllable motor Which, in conjunction With the 
system’s control computer, and the above describes sensors, 
assures all of the count and quality features as described 
herein. 

Includes a reject veri?cation sensor 

Includes a “de?ned area” tablet veri?cation 

[0060] Because of the plurality of shaped pockets, con 
tinuously presented to and agitating the free ?oWing bulk of 
unidirectionally oriented tablets, high speeds are attainable 
on a continuous basis. 

[0061] One further re?nement of this tablet ?lling system 
is that, unlike any other knoWn system of captured tablets; 
it has the capability of being able to inspect both faces of a 
tablet at the same speed potentials When specially con?g 
ures, as folloWs: 

[0062] In this con?guration, the star Wheel and the 
associated plate that it rides upon are mounted ver 
tically. 

[0063] It is important, for good inspection that the 
tablet faces be inspected directly, not through a 
transparent interface such as glass or clear plastic or 
surrounded by adjacent, higher, machine elements. 
Proper lighting is a very important feature for this 
type of inspection. ShadoWs and/or re?ections are 
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particularly prone to produce inspection errors. For 
this purpose, the tablets (captured in the Wheel 
pockets) travel past alternate, Widely open radial 
slots in, respectively, the outer guard and the base 
plate. Since the star Wheel is virtually the same 
thickness as the tablet (capsule) being inspected, the 
Widely open slot con?guration provides means for 
“pure”, shadoW and re?ection free illumination. 

[0064] An appropriate sensor With strategically 
placed lighting is mounted above each open slot to 
provide means for shadoW or glare free detection of 
defects, successively, in each face of the tablet. 

[0065] On the opposite plate from each slot, a stra 
tegically placed plurality of holes is provided to 
access a vacuum chamber mounted on the other side 
of the plate. These holes are strategically located to 
hold and provide positive position control of the 
tablet as it passes through the open slot area. 

[0066] In this manner, tablets are checked continually and 
alternately on their full faces, fully open to the sensor/ 
camera under full control of their proper orientation and, 
because they are individually captured in the pockets of the 
star Wheel (Which is digitally driven) and held by the 
vacuum, their position and quality condition Will be knoWn 
to the control computer at all times. As described above, this 
enables positive acceptance/rejection, counting into the ?nal 
container, reconciliation at all stations, etc., as described 
above. 

[0067] A further feature of the star is its basic construction 
Which features ease of cleanability and its resistance to 
trapping “tramp” tablets. The base plate and the transparent 
top guard plate are both smooth unbroken surfaces, eXcept 
for the points Where ?Xed spacers and the drive shafts 
protrude above the base plate. There are no interstices, 
cracks, crannies, etc. Where tablets, particles, or dust can be 
trapped. All parts of the system are designed for easy 
assembly/disassembly and once disassembled, ease of clean 
mg. 

[0068] The star ?lling system can be further enhanced to 
provide another industry needed feature that does not cur 
rently eXist in commercially available tablet ?lling machin 
ery. In the industry it is often necessary to precondition 
tablets before ?nally ?lling then into the container. Such 
preconditioning operations might ordinarily be a printing 
operation of a drilling operation. Typically, printing might be 
accomplished by ink jet of laser printing techniques. Laser 
drilling is another operation frequently used to enhance time 
release properties of a medication. As the available technol 
ogy currently exists these preconditioning operations are 
typically accomplished on separate machinery and then, 
inspected and returned to a bulk condition before being, 
?nally, processed on ?ling machinery. The reason for these 
separate operations is that, up to noW, no ?lling method is 
available that Will accurately inspect, accept/reject, track, 
and ?ll the conditioned tablets by a method such that eXact 
count into the ?nal container can be absolutely assured. 

[0069] The star Wheel system is capable of accomplishing 
these objectives. Asuitable printing device or drilling device 
can be mounted over the circumferential path of the tablets 
as they are carried in the Wheel pockets, positioned prior to 
the inspection station. A “tablet assurance” sensor is also 
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located in conjunction With the conditioning device such that 
Whenever a passing tablet is present it activates the condi 
tioning device. After being conditioned the tablet proceeds 
through the ?lling process as a “normal” tablet Would, being 
subject to inspection, acceptance/rejection, etc. In this man 
ner, tablets can be conditioned and ?lled With absolute 
assurance, continuously, and high speeds, With no need for 
more costly and time consuming interrupted operations. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0070] The present invention should be more fully under 
stood When the speci?cation herein is taken in conjunction 
With the draWings appended hereto Wherein: 

[0071] FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a side vieW, respectively, 
of one preferred embodiment present invention star Wheel in 
a system; and, 

[0072] FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 illustrate partial, front cut vieWs 
of alternative embodiment star Wheels of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

[0073] Referring noW to the appended FIGS. 1 and 2, 
FIG. 1 represents a front vieW and FIG. 2 represents a side 
vieW of one embodiment of the present invention device. In 
the ?gures, tablet ?ller device 1 includes a base (3) Which 

contains stepping motor (5) Which drives star Wheel Tablet hopper (9) feeds tablets in a ?ood fashion (rather than 

in a single tablet straight line) to tablet drum (11) Which 
rotates on a horiZontal aXis and takes up tablets and moves 

them to ?ood area (13) for ?ood feeding to star Wheel Brushback Wheel (15) aids in forcing tablets into individual 

“U” slots such as “U” slot (17) in star Wheel Brushback 
Wheel (15) and star Wheel (7) are both running clockWise but 
are in proXimity at the bottom of Brushback Wheel (15) and 
the top of star Wheel (7) to operate opposingly to compel 
tablets into the slots of star Wheel (7) for ultimate discharge 
at ?ller shoot (19) for ?lling a container. Visual inspection 
station (21) eXamines each tablet and by computer connec 
tion to stepping motor (5) and rejecter (21), eliminates any 
defective tablets. 

[0074] A clear Plexiglas plate (25) or similar plate may be 
imposed atop the star Wheel (7) and ?ood area (13) to 
prevent tablets from falling forWard. Alevel sensor (23) Will 
stop tablets from (11) to prevent over?ll of ?ood area (13). 

[0075] FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 shoW various alternative embodi 
ment ?ller device star Wheels that may be utiliZed in the 
present invention. Thus, FIG. 3 shoWs star Wheel (31), With 
slots such as slot (33) adapted for oval shaped tablets; star 
Wheel (41) of FIG. 4 has slots such as slot (43) adapted for 
rectangular tablets; and star Wheel (51) of FIG. 5 has slots 
such as slot (53) adapted for hexagonal tablets. Note that in 
FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 these pass-through slots are symmetrical 
relative to radii (61), (71), and (81) respectively. Alterna 
tively, they could be tilted toWards or aWay from direction 
of travel, i.e. biased so as to be asymmetrical relative to radii 
of the circular plate, as shoWn in FIGS. 3, 5, and 6 of US. 
Pat. No. 6,363,687, incorporated herein by reference. Other 
con?gurations could be used Without eXceeding the scope of 
the present invention. 

[0076] Obviously, numerous modi?cations and variations 
of the present invention are possible in light of the above 
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teachings. For eXample, the star Wheel could have any 
orientation relative to a ?oor, i.e., vertical, horiZontal (par 
allel to ?oor), oblique angle, inverted completely or partially 
upside doWn). Preferred is vertical or non-horiZontal. It is 
therefore understood that Within the scope of the appended 
claims, the invention may be practiced otherWise than as 
speci?cally described herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a tablet ?ller device having a feeder, a chute, a tablet 

sorting and advancing mechanism and a gravity feed for 
?lling tablet containers, the improvement Which comprises: 

a star Wheel tablet sorting and advancing mechanism, 
having a star Wheel that is a ?at, circular plate, said star 
Wheel having a plurality of a tablet slots Which are 
complete pass-through slots absent a front or back, and 
Which are arranged sequentially about an outer area of 
said circular plate. 

2. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said pass 
through slots have a perimeter adapted to receive tablets of 
a speci?ed footprint shape. 

3. The ?ller device of claim 2 Wherein said speci?ed 
footprint shape is selected from the group consisting of 
circular, elliptic, oval, square, and rectangular. 

4. The tablet ?ller of claim 1 Wherein said pass-through 
slots are arranged symmetrical to radii of said circular plate. 

5. The tablet ?ller of claim 2 Wherein said pass-through 
slots are arranged symmetrical to radii of said circular plate. 

6. The tablet ?ller of claim 1 Wherein pass-through slots 
are arranged asymmetrical to radii of said circular plate. 

7. The tablet ?ller of claim 2 Wherein pass-through slots 
are arranged asymmetrical to radii of said circular plate. 

8. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said star 
Wheel is positioned doWnstream from said chute in a sub 
stantially horiZontal position With a stationary back panel 
therebehind. 

9. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said star 
Wheel is positioned doWnstream from said shoot in a sub 
stantially vertical position With a stationary back panel 
therebehind. 

10. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said star 
Wheel is positioned doWnstream from said shoot in a sub 
stantially nonvertical and a substantially nonhoriZontal posi 
tion With a stationary back panel therebehind. 

11. The tablet ?ller device of claim 8 Wherein there is a 
stationary front panel in front of said star Wheel. 

12. The tablet ?ller device of claim 9 Wherein there is a 
stationary front panel in front of said star Wheel. 

13. The tablet ?ller device of claim 10 Wherein there is a 
stationary front panel in front of said star Wheel. 

14. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a rotating segment surface Wheel adjacent said star Wheel 
for counter rotation against said star Wheel to enhance 
individual rapid speed placement of tablets into said 
slots of said star Wheel. 

15. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a step up, digitally controllable motor connected to said 
star Wheel for driving said star Wheel. 

16. The tablet ?ller device of claim 14 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 
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a step up, digitally controllable motor connected to said 
star Wheel for driving said star Wheel. 

17. The tablet ?ller device of claim 1 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a computeriZed control system that includes star Wheel 
drive control, and a plurality of quality assurance 
inspection and rejection features. 

18. The tablet ?ller device of claim 14 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a computeriZed control system that includes star Wheel 
drive control, and a plurality of quality assurance 
inspection and rejection features. 
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19. The tablet ?ller device of claim 15 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a computeriZed control system that includes star Wheel 
drive control, and a plurality of quality assurance 
inspection and rejection features. 

20. The tablet ?ller device of claim 16 Wherein said 
improvement also comprises: 

a computeriZed control system that includes star Wheel 
drive control, and a plurality of quality assurance 
inspection and rejection features. 

* * * * * 


